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REPORT: Roger Townsend 
 
The latest Dead Easy Trial moved on to the superb Hocker Lane venue outside Macclesfield, just right for 
a trial of this nature. 
Grassy banks, tight turns around trees, and sand to add spice, plus a longish ride round, were the 
ingredients, all stirred up by the course plotters who once again came up with the perfect mix, judging 
by the smiles and comments at the end. 
A healthy entry of 81 solos, including a strong contingent of 26 Youth riders, plus 5 sidecars, set out to 
do battle. 
It was what it said on the tin, a Dead Easy Trial, but there was enough in the sections to catch out 
anyone who wasn’t concentrating. 
Of the 47 riders on the Harder Route, Ben Hughes, Will Tyler, Peter Lakin, Ben Townsend and George 
Baker all went clean, but they were followed by a host of riders who lost one’s, two’s and three’s who 
would be thinking “if only”. 
The weather was strange, ranging from sunshine and cool wind, to a couple of heavy showers which did 
affect things. Section five for example looked straight forward, a couple of turns up a grassy bank 
followed by a turn and drop to the ends cards. After the sharp shower the drop became treacherous for 
a time catching many riders out if their speed and control wasn’t right.  
Just one clean ride on the Easy Route, young Callum Pickering. Mention must be made of another youth 
rider, Zak Griffin, who in his very first trial came home joint third.  
These trials cater for all ages, witnessed by veteran rider Tony Hitchinson, who really enjoyed himself, 
smiling all the way round on his little 80cc Beta. 
It’s always good to see families participating and a great example was the Belfield boys, young George 
rode while his brother Arthur observed. Oh, and Mum Carrie and Dad Andrew rode as well!  
The sidecars as ever provided much entertainment. A close bunch they ride as a group, supporting and 
helping one another, with merriment on occasions! 
Chris and Tania Manning won the Easy route dropping 21 marks, while Heath Dando and Judith Waldron 
ran out winners on the hard route on 12 marks lost. 
Thanks to all who made the event possible, but especially the Observers, who are so vital to running a 
successful trial. 
RESULTS 
HARD ROUTE 
Ben Hughes (Gas Gas), Will Tyler (Motogori), Pete Lakin (Beta), Ben Townsend (Scorpa), George Baker 
(Montesa), all clean, Peter Wraith (Vertigo), Max Hemsworth (Gas Gas), Daisy Craig (Beta), Lucy Baker 
(Beta), Andy Foot (Bultaco), Michael Stead (Gas Gas) all one mark lost 
EASY ROUTE 
Callum Pickering no marks lost , Edwin Woolliscroft (BSA) 3, Thomas Webster (Beta), Zak Griffin (Gas 
Gas), George Belfield (Beta), all 5, Craig Thornhill (Gas Gas) 6  
SIDECARS 
HARD ROUTE 
Heath Dando/Judith Waldron (BSA B44) 12, Sophie Hall/Stuart Riches 16, 
EASY ROUTE 
Chris/Tania Manning ( Suzuki) 21 
 
 


